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and   the   vertical   parts   of   ossa   palatina   forming   together   with

the   pterygoids   the   walls   of   the   choanse   are   parallel   with   each

other,   so   that   the   posterior   palatal   opening   has   the   shape   of   a

greatly   extended   U   (conf.   fig.   1).   In   the   Patagonian   Guanaco
the   incisure   in   the   posterior   palate   is   narrower   in   front   than
behind,   even   if   it   is   rounded,   but   sometimes   it   is   pointed,   and

Fig.  1.    Palatal  aspect  of  a  skull  of
the   small   Peruvian   Guanaco.

Fig.   2.      Palatal    aspect    of   the   skull
of   the   Patagonian   Guanaco.

the   vertical   walls   of   the   choanse   are   diverging   backwards   so

that   the   general   shape   of   the   posterior   palatal   opening   is   that

of   a   V   (conf.   fig.   2),   even   if   the   anterior   end   is   somewhat
rouncled   off,   as   is   already   mentioned.   In   this   respect   the   small

Peruvian   Guanaco   with   its   parallel   palatal   walls   resembles

L.   vicugna.
The   bulla?   appear   to   be   comparatively   more   inflated   in
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the   small   Peruvian   Guanaco   (fig.   1)   than   in   the   Patagonian
(fig.   2),   but   the   distance   between   the   bullse   and   the   posterior

edge   of   lamince   pterygoidece   is   greater   in   the   former   (conf.   fig.   3),

than   in   the   latter   (conf.   fig.   4).

The   two   rather   large   foramina   on   the   palate,   which   in   the
Patagonian   Guanaco   are   situated   opposite   p3   or   p4,   and   some-

times   as   far   back   as   opposite   m1   (fig.   2),   are   in   the   small   Peru-

vian  Guanaco   situated   on   the   narrowed   portion   of   the   palate
considerably   in   front   of   p3   (fig.   1).

The   upper   brim   of   the   orbit   projects   in   the   small   Peru-
vian  Guanaco   more   than   the   lower,   so   that   it   is   visible   from

below   (conf.   fig.   1),   while   the   opposite   takes   place   in   the   Pata-

gonian (fig.  2).

In   the   Patagonian   Guanaco   the   foramina   incisiva   extend

considerably   in   front   of   a   line   drawn   across   the   palate   on   a

level   with   the   anterior   margin   of   i3   (fig.   2),   sometimes   even
more   than   half   of   the   foramina   lie   in   front   of   such   a   line.   In

the   small   Peruvian   Guanaco   the   anterior   ends   of   these   fora-

mina    lie   behind   the   level   of   the   front   margin   of   i3   (fig.    1).
The   molars   of   the   small   Peruvian   Guanaco   are   (partly

even   comparatively   speaking)   smaller   than   those   of   the   Pata-

gonian,  as   the   following   measurements   prove,   which   have   been

taken   from   two   specimens   in   the   same   stage   of   development

with   the   p3   still   in   place.

Peruvian   Patagonian
Length   of   m1  16,5   mm.   21,5   mm.
Transverse   breadth   of   anterior   lobe   of   m1   .     .     .     .   13,3       »   17,8       »
Length   of   ra2  19          »   25,5       »
Transverse   breadth   of   anterior   lobe   of   m2   ....   13          »   19          »
Length   of   w3  •  19          »   23          »
Transverse   breadth   of   anterior   lobe   of   m3   .     ...   11,7       »   15,4       »

On   the   other   hand   the   lower   incisors   of   the   small   Peruvian

Guanaco   are   very   strongly   developed   so   that,   in   spite   of   the
smaller   size   of   the   animal   itself,   the   combined   width   of   the

median   pair   of   incisors   is   16,5   mm.,   or   exactly   the   same   as   in

two   specimens   of   the   much   larger   Patagonian   Guanaco.   In
a   specimen   from   Tierra   del   Fuego   these   teeth   are,   however,
still   broader   (about   20   mm.).   The   molars   of   the   lower   jaw

are   as   those   of   the   upper   much   smaller   in   the   Peruvian   Gua-

naco  than   in   the   Patagonian.   If   two   specimens   in   which   the

molars   are   worn   to   a   corresponding   degree   are   compared,   the
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not   at   all   or   but   slightly   overlap   i2.   Evidently   this   enlarging
of   the   lower   incisors   of   the   Alpaca   must   be   regarded   as   an

adaptation   to   its   feeding   on   very   coarse   and   resistent   food,   pro-

bably   the   paramograss   (Calamagrostis),   which   needs   a   power-

ful   cutting   implement,   and   for   the   grinding   of   the   same   large

molars   must   be   very   useful   as   well.   The   incisors   of   the   Gua-

nacos   are   not   so   strongly   developed,   and   those   of   the   Vicugna

still   less.   This   stånds   probably   in   connection   with   the   wan-

derings   of   these   animals   which   enable   them   to   find   less   coarse
food   at   different   seasons   of   the   year.   Tschudi1   describes

(1.   c.   p.   230)   this,   and   says   that   these   animals   during   the   dry

season   go   down   in   the   valleys,   »wo   Quellen   öder   Sumpfe   sind   »,
round   which   they   find   sufficient   food.   Further   below   (1.   c.   p.

233)   he   also   speaks   about   the   »feuchten   Weiden,   die   die   Vi-
cuna's   besuchen»   —   —   —  .It   appears   thus   that   the   latter

animals   are   especially   fond   of   moist   pastures   where   they   may
find   soft   herbage;   and   this   may   explain   why   they   ha   ve   the
smallest   teeth.

The   differences   between   the   small   Peruvian   Guanaco

and   the   Alpaca   are   so   pronounced   that   the   former   cannot   be

regarded   as   a   possible   direct   progenitor   of   the   latter.   On   the

whole   the   skull   of   the   Alpaca   is   more   similar   to   a   skull   of   a

Patagonian   Guanaco,   but   reduced   in   size,   and   with   broadened
mandibular   incisors.   The   fact   that   it   exists   in   a   certain   part

of   Peru   a   distinct   local   race   of   Guanaco   proves   that   this   species
is   not   so   uniform   as   hitherto   has   been   assumed,   and   it   makes

more   probable   that   in   other   places   as   well   races   may   have

existed,   or   still   exist,   one   of   which   may   have   formed   the   an-

cestry   of   the   Alpaca.
From   the   description   above   it   may   be   concluded   that

a   small   Guanaco,   quite   distinct   from   the   large   Patagonian
form,   inhabits   certain   localities   in   Peru.   As   there   has   not

been   made   an}^   subdivision   of   geographic   subspecies   of   Lama
huanachus   Molin   a   before   this,   the   first   question   to   solve   is

which   of   these   two   forms   ought   to   be   regarded   as   the   type   of

Molina's   name.   In   his   work   »Saggio   Sulla   Storia   Naturale

Del   Chili»   the   author   quoted   gives   the   name   »Camelus   Hua-

nachus»  on   page   317.   On   the   following   page   he   writes:   »Il
nome   di   Guanaco,   con   cui   viene   comunemente   chiamato,   de-

riva   dalla   lingua   Peruviana:   i   Chilesi   nel   loro   idioma   lo   chia-

1   Unters.   iiber   die   Fauna   Peruana.
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mano   Luan.  »   It   might   follow   from   this   that   Molin   a   in   the

first   rank   had   a   Peruvian   animal   in   his   mind,   when   he   gave
the   name,   but   it   is   also   clear   that   he   regarded   the   Guanacos
from   Peru   and   Chili   as   identical.   As   the   Peruvian   name   has

been   used   it   would   perhaps   ha   ve   .been   near   at   hand   to   seek

the   type   for   the   name   in   Peru,   if   nötning   directly   contradieted
such   a   proceeding,   but   that   appears   to   be   the   case,   at   least

so   far   that   the   name   cannot   be   applied   to   the   small   Peruvian

race   described   above.      When   describing   the   Guanaco   Molina

says:  »la   sua   altezza   misurata   al   sito   delle   gambe
dinanzi   di   quattro   piedi,   e   tre   pollici»   (1.   s.   p.   318).   If   it   is

assumed   as   most   probable   that   this   means   spanish   feet   and

inches   the   height   of   Molina's   Guanaco   would   be   about   111

cm.   A   Guanaco   from   Tierra   del   Fuego   which   has   been   mounted
in   this   museum   in   accordance   with   the   measurements   of

the   skeleton   belonging   to   the   same   specimen   stånds   113   cm.

at   the   withers   which   thus   is   in   rather   close   correspondence

with   Molin  a's   measurements.   This   proves   that   the   author

quoted   has   had   as   a   type   not   a   dwarfed   form   such   as   Dr.

Sefve's   specimens   represent.   J.   J.   von   Tschudi   has   also

in   his   work   »Untersuchungen   iiber   die   Fauna   Peruana»   (St.

Gallen   1844  —  1846)   (1.   c.   p.   225)   recorded   dimensions   of   a

male   Guanaco   which   are   larger   than   the   corresponding   ones

of   the   domesticated   Lama.   According   to   him   the   male   Gua-

naco  of   Peru   has   a   height   at   the   withers   of   39   inches.   If   this
means   French   inches   Tschudi's   Guanaco   must   have   been   a

large   animal   standing   about   126   cm.;   if   Suisse   inches   about
117   cm.,   but   in   neither   case   it   could   have   been   smaller   than

the   Patagonian   animal.   It   is   thus   clear   that   Peru   must   be

inhabited   by   a   large   Guanaco   as   well,   and   it   appears   therefore

probable   that   the   small   Guanaco   collected   by   Dr.   Sefve   must
constitute   a   local   race   confined   to   a   certain   district   only.   It
must   then   receive   a   new   name,   and   I   take   the   liberty   of   calling

it   Lama   huanachus   cacsilensis   from   the   place   where   it   has
been   found.

Tryckt   den   3   juli   1913.

Uppsala  1913.    Almqvist  &  Wiksells  Boktryckeri-A.-B.
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Some   time   ago   the   Swedish   Missionary,   Rev.   Th.   Eng-

dahl,   kindly   presented   to   the   Nat.   Hist.   Museum,   Stockholm,

a   collection   of   lizards   and   snakes   from   Kismayu   and   Mofi,
near   Juba   river   in   the   northeastern   corner   of   British   East

Africa.   This   collection   contains   a   number   of   quite   interesting
animals   belonging   to   the   typical   Somali-fauna   and   also   two

new   species   of   snakes.

Lizards.

Heniidactylus   mabouia   Mor.   de   Jonnés.

6   specimens.

H.   tiircicus   Lin.

2   specimens   which   are   provided   with   resp.   8   and   7   la-
mellse   under   the   inner,   and   10   under   the   median   toe,   thus

more   than   in   H.   sinaitus   and   brookii.   This   locality   appears
to   rather   southern   for   this   Gecko.

H.   ruspolii   Blgr.

14   specimens.

Arkiv   för   zoologi.      Band   S.      X:o   20.   1
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LygodactYlus   picturatus   Peters.

4   specimens.

Yaranus   niloticus   Lin.

1   young   specimen.

Agamodon   anguliceps   Peters.

2   specimens   from   Mofi   have   four   labials,   three   small

anterior   and   a   large   posteri   or.     The   first   is   free   from   the   nasal.

Latastia   loiigicaudata   Reuss.

12   specimens.

Mabuia   breyicollis   Wiegm.

1   specimen.

M.   planifrons   Peters.

7   specimens.

Lygosoma   sundeyallii   Smith.

8   specimens.

Chamaeleon   dilepis   Leach.

3   specimens.

Snakes.

Boodon   liiieatus   Dum.   &   Bibr.

4   specimens.

Lycopliidium   capeuse   Smith.

1   specimen.

Mehelya   [Simocephalus]   somaliensis   n.   sp.

Rostral   nearly   twice   as   broad   as   deep5   just   visible   from
above;   internasals   slightly   broader   than   long,   about   two   thirds

the   length   of   the   prasf  rontals  ;   frontal   hardly   as   long   as   broad,
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almost   as   long   as   its   distance   from   the   rostral,   longer   than

the   praef  rontals   but   much   shorter   than   the   parietals;   loreal

slightly   longer   than   deep  ;   one   prae-   and   two   postoculars,   the

praeocular   is,   however,   on   one   side   semidivided,   the   lower
portion   being   much   the   smaller;   temporals   1   +   2,   the   first
widely   separating   the   parietal   from   the   fifth   labial  ;   seven

upper   labials,   third   and   fourth   entering   the   eye;   five   lower
labials   in   contact   with   the   anterior   chinshields   which   are

longer   than   the   posterior.   Scales   strongly   keeled,   in   15   rows.

The   enlarged   bicarinate   scales   of   the   median   row   are   provided

with   a   more   or   less   continuous   secondary   keel   on   either   side,
and   sometimes   with   a   faint   trace   of   another.   The   lateral

scales   show   more   or   less   pronounced   traces   of   a   secondary

keel   on   either   side   in   the   shape   of   a   series   of   small   tubercles.

The   scales   of   the   row   next   to   the   gastrosteges   are   enlarged,
smooth   on   the   lower,   and   with   traces   of   a   secondary   keel

on   the   upper   half.   The   scales   of   next   row   are   hardly   broader
than   the   scales   of   the   other   lateral   rows.   Ventrals   221,   anal

entire,   subcaudals   62.   Uniformly   dark   slate   brown   above,

paler,   greyish   brown   below   with   light   edges   to   the   gastrosteges,
throat   whitish.

This   snake   is   evidently   closely   related   to   M  .   [SJ   butleri

Blgr.   from   the   Bahr-el-Ghasal   province,   but   the   latter   has

the   loreal   deeper   than   long,   three   postoculars,   the   first   tem-
poral   only   narrowly   separating   the   parietal   and   the   fifth

labial,   and   white   basal   spöts   on   the   scales   etc.
M.   [SJ   unicolor   Blgr.   from   the   Kenia   district   has   two

superposed   loreals,   three   postoculars,   and   the   frontal   only

slightly   shorter   than   the   parietals.
M.   [SJ   chanleri   Stejneger   from   the   island   Manda   north

of   Lamu,   Brit.   E.   Africa   has   three   postoculars,   the   row   of

scales   next   to   the   gastrosteges   with   secondary   keels   on   both

sides,   and   the   scales   of   the   adjoining   row   with   two   secondary
keels   on   the   lower   half.   The   vertebral   row   of   scales   has   two

secondary   keels   on   either   side.   The   scales   in   the   second

row   from   the   gastrosteges   have   also   quite   another   shape   than

in   the   new   species   being   »scarcely   longer   than   wide».

M.   [SJ   nyassce   Gthr.   from   Nyassa   land   and   Zanzibar

has   only   one   postocular,   and   only   171  —  178   ventrals.

In   a   future   most   probably   the   present   and   several   other

»species»   of   this   genus   will   prove   to   be   only   geographic   sub-
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species   of   one   and   the   same   species,   but   for   the   present   we
are   not   able   to   express   any   definite   opinion   about   which

ought   to   be   regarded   as   the   main   species.   The   differences

recorded   above   have   within   this   genus   repeatedly   been   used
as   specific   characteristics,   and   as   we   could   not   neglect   these

we   had   no   other   way   out   of   the   difficulties   than   to   name

this   snake   from   Kismayu.

Philothamnus   semivariegatus   Smith.

1   specimen.

Chlorophis   neglectus   Peters.

2   specimens.   This   locality   appears   to   be   the   most   north-

eastern   for   this   species.

Dasypeltis   scabra   Lin.

1   specimen.

Tarbophis   guentheri   Anderson.

3   specimens.

Leptodira   hotamboeia   Laur.

2   specimens.

Hemirhagerrhis   kelleri   Bttgr.

2   specimens.

Psammophis   sibilaus   Lin.

2   specimens.

Psammophis   biseriatus   Peters.

1   specimen.

Thelotornis   kirtlandi   Hallow.

2   specimens.   It   appears   rather   stränge   to   find   this   tree-
snake   within   the   boundaries   of   the   Somali-fauna.   Probably

it   inhabits   the   trees   fringing   Juba   river.
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